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About This Game

Some say the old train station and hotel are a 'haunted hotspot', hidden away in the woods, forgotten by some, feared by others.
The old hallways and train platforms echo with the ghosts of many eras, all trapped within the very fabric of the place, each
hoping for salvation. The dusty old rooms seem possessed, exhibiting 'time slips' as the past becomes the present. You must

tread very carefully, or you too many join the Lost Souls forever. So, why are you here?

Amy Haven went missing 5 Years ago. On the anniversary of the child's disappearance you, the Police Inspector who failed to
find her, has returned to the Train Station and Hotel one last time. As you attempt to solve the mystery of Amy's disappearance

you must face the horrors of your past. Someone, or something, does not want you to solve the mystery, that much is clear.
Never turn your back on the darkness....for something hides there; something evil, unknowable and hungry.

Key features:

A stand-alone Dark Fall horror adventure.

Explore a derelict train station & hotel, abandoned since World War 2.

Experience 'timeslips' as the past becomes the present.

Communicate with ghosts, the Lost Souls, and attempt to free them from purgatory.

A hauntingly creepy score, to chill, alarm and horrify.
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Explore the memories of the dead, in their own ‘nightmares’.

Discover the true identity, and power behind, the Dark Fall itself.

Play twisted 'Party Games' including Blind Man's Buff and Statues.

Solve a modern urban mystery, 'What Happened To Amy Haven?'

Use a Ouijaboard to meet and communicate with ghosts.

Survive the night in a realistic, abandoned location full of danger!
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Title: Dark Fall: Lost Souls
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Darkling Room
Publisher:
Iceberg Interactive
Release Date: 21 Apr, 2010

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP(SP2/SP3) or Vista

Processor: Pentium® IV (or equivalent recommended)

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB DirectX® 9.0C Compatible 3D accelerated video card

DirectX®: DirectX® 9.0C

Sound: 16-bit DirectX® 9.0C Sound Card

Other Requirements: Mouse, Speakers

English
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I had really high hopes for this game but sadly it falls short. I love climbing games and climbing is not bad at all. The game is
well optimized and looks nice ( If u like the cartoonish art style). Sadly I was hoping for more story. After I completed the game
which took under 60 min I still had no clue what it was about. I actually thought the game was loading the next level but instead
it was over which was a huge disappointment. The game had a lot of potential but at this point in time, I can not recommend it
for the price. If you like climbing games, don't mind the short playtime and find it for 5$ or less you should try it out.. So cute. I
actually don't mind the music either. (I usually play games without music), Only a couple of probems, 1) I can't figure out what
it's all about. I hear crashing sounds and sometimes when I go past the glowing white rock I go faster. If I don't keep planting on
a planet all the plants die. But what else? What is the crashing? What do I do with the bee? How do I get the giraffee unstuck
from wherever it's stuck in (its in a blue place. just blue, can't even see him) 2) It gets me dizzy. I get motion sick and man, this
game gets me dizzy. I wish the camera movement were different so I didnt feel like I am spinning with my character. Still, over
all its fun for a few minutes of chilld rolling around on various planets.. chose whaever car > upgradde grip > grind cash.
That's it.

Not a bad game basically tho', I came to the conclusion that as exciting slotcars are in real life, as unplayable is a simulation of
those.

. Jade sea grants the average tempest player a fun 5 hours of gameplay. After the engaging main questline is finished, you still
10 minor questlines to follow! Over-all, worth the small prize!

I still feel like the DLC could've been so much better if they would spend a couple more weeks\/months into it. I am really
looking forward to what herocraft brings us next!. I havent finish all the endings of this game,but so far this game been
awesome.The Intro of the game hooked us from the start,I would like to say that the author did a good job of writing an intro
and this is not juz a crappy reading story all the time,you got to actually make choices of what your character want to say.The
Gameplay is bit bad but the endings is the main part that make this game great,There are several endings like Sad,happy, and
Glitched. This game is recommended to the people who are Emotional...

Sorry For Bad English but I tried my best to explain. hope you find this review useful.. you can only redeam this once.
interesting little puzzle game. backtracking can get annoying, but you still get through the game in the 1-2hr range. some cool
imagery and theme.

as far as a game goes, it's short, simple, and shallow. however, as an experience, it's pretty fun. recommend it if you can get it
for cheap.. [Playing with Windows Mixed Reality.] I don't drink, so I bought this game to learn about alcoholic beverages. I'm
amazed at how quickly the immersiveness of the game helps me pick up recipes! For anyone else trying to learn, don't be afraid
to "Tend" bar: the patrons will only order drinks you can make with the items you've unlocked. I also recommend buying just a
few items at a time and using the "Practice" feature to try the new drinks you've unlocked. The way you grip in this game is a
little different from other VR games I've played in that you indicate something with the touch pad and then grip the trigger to
grab it, but that quickly becomes natural. Otherwise, the variety of customers and the gradual ebb and flow of the number of
orders as you tend bar as well as the number of animations while customers enjoy their drinks really impresses me. Spacing the
garnishes a little farther apart would make selecting the correct one easier, but, overall, I'm thrilled with this purchase.. It used to
load photos from Google Photos but now it just hangs and never works. I have done the browser sign in process so it's not that
it's waiting for the browser. It's a shame, I used to like it but it became useless. It doesn't even load any sample photos..
Best\/worst idea purchase ever.
On the plus side, it's my favorite Dream Theater song.
On the down side, screw you John Petrucci for your overly ridiculous solos
And yes, kids, Jesus can shred
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Works with Oculus touch using win 7 compatiblity mode.

Good fun energetic brawler, read the guide though as there's no tutorial yet.. nice cheap fun blast, it has a leader boards for the
competitive and is a all round simple RTS/ tower defense game for a reasonable price, i paid the £3.99 worth every penny !. I
have to admit it, I bought it for the Matech but it's a bit outrageous they charge 5 EUR for 3 cars.. This is the mostly likely game
to be my favourite game of 2019. The story is emotional and deep if you enjoyed undertale or band in school you will love this
game. Nice Game, though flawed. For example, the "secrets" most of the time aren't secrets at all but rather .... "oh, theres a
staicase that leads both up-and downstairs. I'm supposed to get upstairs. Let's get downstairs... oh, there's a secret." Also, prepare
for some pain dodging enemy fire, since every freakin' ranged weapon in this game seems to have AoE abilities, so
dodging/hiding behind cover is nearly impossible - and most enemies are melee anyway. And while the Idea of only having 2
weapons, but both with 5 different mods and each mod having two modes is an interesting thought, in reality it makes things
unnecessary complicated.

I can still recommend it, as the low-priced game that it is, but if you are willing to pay a bit more to get a better game, get
Shadow Warrior (2013) instead. Also by Flying Wild Hog, but superior in every regard. However, I can't deny that, as flawed as
Hard Reset is, it is still a nice FPS to kill a few hours with. Especially if you happen to be a fan of cyberpunk-style. So, for the
80% Sale we're having right now: It is a damned steal. Go get it. Despite what I pointed out, it is fun as well - though I can't
easily describe WHY. On a percentage scale, I'd give Hard Reset a 7/10.. Doesn't support steam vr for windows mixed reality,
and it should! at a guess it would take devs about ten minutes to reset the position as based on the imnital position of the
headset. As it stands you just get a message about being out of game bounds.
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